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World War I and the Russian Revolution: Team Project

Student Instructions
Create a Video Docudrama on The Impact of War
CONNECT
Welcome to the team project for World War I and the Russian Revolution. As you read about
these conflicts, you may wonder what life was really like for people who lived at the time.
Knowing more about life on the home fronts, on the battlefields, and in the trenches of World
War I will deepen your understanding of the war and its far-reaching effects. In this project
you will learn about civilians, soldiers, and leaders during World War I, and then create a
docudrama video to capture and convey the impact of the war. Keep in mind the Driving
Question for this project: How did World War I affect soldiers, civilians, and leaders?
Step 1: Launch the Project and Generate Questions
Read the Entry Event, which is a fictional contract from a motion picture studio. Underline the key
points in the contract, and ask your teacher questions about any parts that aren’t clear to you.
For your project, each team will be assigned one of the following topics:
• Soldiers in the trenches
• Civilian men, women, and children on the home front
• Leaders and diplomats at the Paris Peace Conference
Your team will research and create a docudrama that tells the story of the group of people,
focusing on the impact of World War I and the role the group played.
You may want to review the Rubric for a Group Presentation as you begin. This will provide
you with information on what is expected as you research, write, and create your presentation.
Step 2: Plan the Investigation
Before you begin working on your project, your team will need to decide how to work together
as a group. Take these steps to structure your work:
• Read and sign the Project Contract.
• Record any questions you have about the impact of World War I in the Need To Know
Questions document.
• Think about the Driving Question, How did World War I affect civilians, soldiers, and
leaders?
Break the Driving Question down into smaller, related questions. Here are some examples:
What new military technology did World War I soldiers have to deal with? What was life like on
the battlefields and in the trenches? How high were the casualty rates? How did soldiers cope
emotionally? How did the war affect the economy at home? How did workers support the war
effort? How did civilians learn about events of the war? What roles did women and children
play? What did leaders at the Paris Peace Conference hope to accomplish? How well did they
work with one another? How successful were they in achieving their goals in the Treaty of
Versailles? Did they build a peace that was likely to endure?
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Welcome to the team project for World War I and the Russian Revolution. Knowing more about life on the
home fronts, on the battlefields, and in the trenches of World War I will deepen your understanding of the
war and its far-reaching effects. In this project you will learn about civilians, soldiers, and leaders during
World War I, and then create a docudrama video to capture and convey the impact of the war. Keep in
mind the Driving Question for this project: How did World War I affect soldiers, civilians, and leaders?
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During this stage of the project you will identify the research and information needed for your
presentation. To present a balanced overview of what was going on in different countries, you might want
to organize your research by country, such as Britain, Germany, Russia, France, Austria, Italy, Ottoman
empire, United States. Look for primary source materials such as quotes or images to help you write and
stage your docudrama. Keep in mind the Driving Question and look for information about the various ways
that World War I affected the lives of civilians, soldiers, and leaders.
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Now that you have gathered all the information you need and know how to use the software, you are
ready to create your docudrama video. Work as a team to create and organize the material. You are now
ready to present your production to the class or another audience. Afterward, reflect on your project
experience. What went well in working with your team? What aspects of the project could have been
improved upon? What changes can you make to improve the team experience for your next project?
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Student Instructions
Create a Video Docudrama on The Impact of War
CONNECT
Welcome to the team project for World War I and the Russian Revolution. As you read about
these conflicts, you may wonder what life was really like for people who lived at the time.
Knowing more about life on the home fronts, on the battlefields, and in the trenches of World
War I will deepen your understanding of the war and its far-reaching effects. In this project
you will learn about civilians, soldiers, and leaders during World War I, and then create a
docudrama video to capture and convey the impact of the war. Keep in mind the Driving
Question for this project: How did World War I affect soldiers, civilians, and leaders?
Step 1: Launch the Project and Generate Questions
Read the Entry Event, which is a fictional contract from a motion picture studio. Underline the key
points in the contract, and ask your teacher questions about any parts that aren’t clear to you.
For your project, each team will be assigned one of the following topics:
• Soldiers in the trenches
• Civilian men, women, and children on the home front
• Leaders and diplomats at the Paris Peace Conference
Your team will research and create a docudrama that tells the story of the group of people,
focusing on the impact of World War I and the role the group played.
You may want to review the Rubric for a Group Presentation as you begin. This will provide
you with information on what is expected as you research, write, and create your presentation.
Step 2: Plan the Investigation
Before you begin working on your project, your team will need to decide how to work together
as a group. Take these steps to structure your work:
• Read and sign the Project Contract.
• Record any questions you have about the impact of World War I in the Need To Know
Questions document.
• Think about the Driving Question, How did World War I affect civilians, soldiers, and
leaders?
Break the Driving Question down into smaller, related questions. Here are some examples:
What new military technology did World War I soldiers have to deal with? What was life like on
the battlefields and in the trenches? How high were the casualty rates? How did soldiers cope
emotionally? How did the war affect the economy at home? How did workers support the war
effort? How did civilians learn about events of the war? What roles did women and children
play? What did leaders at the Paris Peace Conference hope to accomplish? How well did they
work with one another? How successful were they in achieving their goals in the Treaty of
Versailles? Did they build a peace that was likely to endure?
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INVESTIGATE
Step 3: Conduct Research
Before you begin your investigation, review the Skills Tutorial, Work In Teams.
Next, begin documenting the work of the team in the Project Tracker (to be completed by the
person assigned the project manager role). The last page of the Project Tracker includes a
place where you can choose roles for each person on the team.
During this stage of the project you will identify the research and information needed for your
presentation. To present a balanced overview of what was going on in different countries, you
might want to organize your research by country, such as Britain, Germany, Russia, France,
Austria, Italy, Ottoman Empire, United States. Use the Need-to-Know Questions to help you
organize and assign research topics. As you research, look for primary source materials such
as quotes or images to help you write and stage your docudrama. Keep in mind the Driving
Question and look for information about the various ways that World War I affected the lives of
civilians, soldiers, and leaders.
Consult the readings and activities for this Topic and conduct research to try to answer all of
the questions, or as many as you can with the information available. You may want to search
online using reliable sources for information on your group of people in various countries.
Review the Skills Tutorial Search for Information on the Internet for tips on how to find
information online. As you gather the information, fill in the Information Organizer.
Use the Project Tracker to monitor tasks and due dates.
Step 4: Write and Edit Docudrama
Now that you have gathered information on your group of people, the team should plan how
to write and stage a skit that you will present as a video docudrama. Brainstorm with your
team about the characters you will portray, the main ideas of the story you will act out, and
the script that conveys your story through words and actions. You might want to create a
simple backdrop or scenery to re-create the look and feel of World War I. You might also
use historical photos and film clips within your docudrama. You could also enrich your video
with a map or two, a timeline to highlight key events, and actual quotes from people of the
time. Discuss with your team the most effective means of representing the experiences of the
people you are portraying and the impact of World War I on their lives.
Once you know how you are going to create your video, you can then identify the character
roles, write the script, create any scenery, and collect any historical stills or footage you want
to include. Keep your script brief, clear, and focused on your main ideas about your group of
people in World War I.
Here are some websites that can help you create your own videos. Some may require
sign-up. Ask your teacher for details. You do not have to use these sites. You can use any
software or website you choose to complete the project.
Videos:
• iMovie – Mac http://www.apple.com/ilife/imovie
• Windows Live Movie Maker – PC http://windows.microsoft.com/en-US/windows-live/
movie-maker-get-started
• Boinx iStopMotion http://www.boinx.com/
Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Timelines:
• Capzles http://www.capzles.com/
• Timetoast http://www.timetoast.com/
• TimeGlider http://timeglider.com/
Maps:
• Google Map Maker http://www.mapmaker.google.com/
• Google Earth http://www.earth.google.com/
NOTE: By linking to the highlighted text, you are leaving the [INSERT name of the Pearson
Education, Inc. (“Pearson”) site] to go to another website that may have material for adults
as well as children. By referencing the tools and descriptions above or providing links to the
applicable websites, Pearson does not guarantee, approve or endorse the information or
products available at these websites, nor does a reference or link indicate any association
with or endorsement by the linked website to Pearson. The linked website has its own legal
terms and policies, including a privacy statement. You should read the terms and policies of
that website before providing information to or using that website. We do not control these
linked websites, and are not responsible or liable for performance of these websites or any of
the content, products, or policies contained on them.
Remember: If you are under the age of 18, check with your parents before you give
information online, particularly personal identifying information such as your name, address or
phone number.
When teammates are done writing and creating their elements, they should ask another
teammate to review their work and suggest edits.

SYNTHESIZE
Step 5: Create Your Video
Now that you have gathered all the information you need and know how to use the software,
you are ready to create your docudrama video. Work as a team to create and organize the
material. Think about the order in which you wish to present the information. It should have
a beginning, middle, and end. For example, starting with a title screen and introductory
narration would be a good way to orient your audience to the group of people and aspects of
World War I that your production will be covering.
Use the software you’ve chosen to prepare your presentation. To keep it focused, look back
to the Driving Question. Think about your audience and what it is that you want them to view
and hear about World War I, so that at the end of the video, your audience will have a clear
understanding of how the conflict impacted your selected group of people, either civilians,
soldiers, or leaders. Make it engaging with good writing and the use of visuals, such as maps,
timelines, and images.
Step 6: Add an Informative Conclusion to the Video Docudrama
Your video should have a concluding portion in which you use on-screen text and/or narration
to convey what your team thinks are the most important facts, ideas, and feelings you want
to convey to the audience. Refocus on the driving question of how the war affected civilians,
Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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soldiers, and leaders. What does your video show about your selected group of people, the
challenges that they faced during World War I, how the war affected them, and how their
actions affected the war’s outcome and aftermath?
In your conclusion, you might make some comparison between the effects of World War I and
the effects of various wars and conflicts around the world today. As a video producer, this is
your opportunity to make a bold statement about the impact of war.
Step 7: Review and Edit Your Video
Carefully review your video to make sure that it tells the story that you are presenting clearly
and effectively and will connect to the audience both emotionally and intellectually. All team
members should review the video and make recommendations as needed to correct any
factual or content errors or to improve the quality. Your teacher may also want to review your
video before you finish it, or you may want to ask your teacher how you can improve it.

DEMONSTRATE
You are now ready to present your production to the class or another audience. Afterward,
reflect on your project experience. What went well in working with your team? What aspects
of the project could have been improved upon? What changes can you make to improve the
team experience for your next project?
Step 8: Present Your Video Docudrama
You may be presenting your completed video production either to your classmates or to an
audience that your teacher has invited. Work through the Give an Effective Presentation Skills
Tutorial and plan how you can best present the content of your project. Be sure to practice
any introductory or closing remarks that you might be making. After your practice, think of
ways to improve the presentation. If there are significant changes, practice your presentation
again before you present your video to a large audience.
Now it’s time to present your video docudrama to one or more audiences. It’s also time to see
how your audience reacts to the docudrama and to invite the audience to make comments or
ask questions.
Step 9: Reflect on the Project
When you have completed your project and presentation, hold a team meeting to reflect on
what you have learned and how the group worked together as a team. Then, each member of
the group will need to complete the Self Assessment.
At this point your project will be complete. After presenting your video and viewing other
teams’ video productions, you and your class will have a deeper understanding of the impact
of World War I and its effects on soldiers, civilians, and leaders.
You can apply this knowledge to current world events. For example, when you read, view, or
listen to a news account of an international conflict, war, or terrorist attack, think about what
you have learned and how the conflict will impact soldiers, civilians, and leaders.
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PRODUCTION AGREEMENT
Date
Job
Congratulations! After an extensive process with applications and bids from many video
production companies, your company has been awarded the project.
After reviewing this agreement, please begin production as directed by your teacher.
This Agreement is made as of this date,
, between the Contracting
Client (“Teacher”), and the ABC Production Company (student project team). Producer
responsibilities are detailed below.
DOCUDRAMA VIDEO PROJECT
Producer agrees to the below summary, outlining the project contents and schedule.
1. Media type: video docudrama
This project is a video docudrama. A docudrama adheres to accurate historical evidence
but also allows dramatic license in fleshing out the details. Video images may include actual
historical photographs and video clips as well as dramatic reenactments portrayed by actors.
Dialogue and on-screen text may include the actual words of historic persons as well as
original script dialogue that re-creates history.
2. Subject matter: The impact of World War I
This video docudrama will tell the story of civilians, soldiers, and leaders during World War I.
It will capture and convey the impact of the war by focusing on how the war affected civilians,
soldiers, and leaders. It will convey a broader message by concluding with a statement about
the impact of war today.
3. Nature of content: historically accurate, engaging, and dramatic
This video docudrama will be presented in American high schools. It is essential that its
contents be historically accurate, based on reputable sources, but also engaging and
dramatic.
4. Production elements: multimedia
This video docudrama may include historical photos and videos, live-actor reenactments,
maps, timelines, narration, on-screen text, music, and sound effects.
5. Runtime and production schedule
This video docudrama will be 10–15 minutes in length. Production schedule will run
1–2 weeks and is subject to change, depending on instructions from your teacher.
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Project Contract

STEP 1:
Connect

As a member of Team _____________________, I promise to do the following.
Respect My Teammates
• Listen to their ideas.
• Be polite and kind.
• Recognize and encourage their strengths.

Take Responsibility for My Work
• Attend each team meeting. If there is an emergency and I need to miss a meeting
I will tell my teammates immediately and make up my work.
• Stay organized.
• Take responsibility for pieces of our project.
• Complete tasks on time.
• Use feedback from my teammates to improve my work.
• Ask for help when I need it.

Collaborate with My Team
• Share my ideas and talents with my team.
• Continually communicate with my teammates. Give feedback to team members
on their ideas and work.
• Use feedback from my teammates to improve my work.
• Help the team solve problems, and stay focused.
Name: ____________________________________________________
Signature: _________________________________________________
Date: _____________________________________________________
Teammates’ and Contact Information:

7

Need-to-Know Questions
Follow these steps to organize Need-to-Know questions and answers.
1. Begin by writing a list of everything you already know in order to complete your project or paper.
2. Fill in the Need-to-Know table on the next page with the questions that you or the team needs
to answer in order to complete your project.
3. In the Priority column, check off the first three questions that need to be answered. As you find
answers, check off the three questions that you or the team should answer next and so on.
4. In the Help column, check off questions that you or the team will need your teacher’s help to
answer.

Keep asking and answering questions as you work on your project or paper. Add rows as needed.
ALREADY KNOW
•
•
•

8

Need-to-Know Questions

NEED-TO-KNOW
PRIORITY

QUESTION

ANSWER

HELP
NEEDED?
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Rubric for a Video Docudrama
CRITERIA

EXCELLENT

ACCEPTABLE

MINIMAL

UNACCEPTABLE

Purpose

The video’s purpose
is clear and
addresses the Driving
Question.

The video’s purpose
is mostly clear and
addresses the Driving
Question.

The video’s purpose
is unclear and
partially addresses
the Driving Question.

The video’s purpose
is unclear and does
not address the
Driving Question.

Content
Accuracy

The script is
historically accurate
and well organized.
Video includes
a rich variety of
accurate, interesting,
informative primary
and secondary
sources.

The script is mostly
accurate and
well organized.
Video includes
some variety of
accurate, interesting,
informative primary
and secondary
sources.

The script is mostly
inaccurate and
poorly organized.
Video lacks variety
of primary and
secondary sources.

Reenacted events
are fact-based and
realistic.

Reenacted events
are mostly factbased and realistic.

The script is
somewhat
accurate, with
weak organization.
Video includes
some variety of
accurate, interesting,
informative primary
and secondary
sources.

Artistic
Creativity

The script weaves
together an excellent
mix of historical
documentation
and reenacted
events. Video is
highly creative
and interesting.
Reenactments are
very believable
and emotionally
and intellectually
engaging.

The script
weaves together
some historical
documentation
and reenacted
events. Video shows
some creativity.
Reenactments
are believable and
somewhat engaging.

The script has a
poor, unbalanced
mix of historical
documentation
and reenacted
events. Video shows
little creativity.
Reenactments are
believable, but not
very engaging.

The script has a
poor, unbalanced
mix of historical
documentation
and reenacted
events. Video shows
little creativity.
Reenactments are
not very believable or
engaging.

Technology

Video editing is
extremely smooth.
Audio volume is
appropriate and even
throughout. Camera
work was steady
and well planned
throughout.

Video editing is
generally smooth
with a few poor
cuts. Audio volume
is appropriate but
at times uneven.
Camera work was
generally steady and
well planned.

Video editing shows
many poor cuts.
Audio volume is
often inappropriate.
Camera work was
somewhat unsteady
and poorly planned.

Video editing shows
many poor cuts.
Audio volume is
mostly too loud
or soft or uneven.
Camera work appears
unsteady and
unplanned.

Reenacted events are
mostly inaccurate.

Reenacted events
are somewhat factbased and realistic.
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CRITERIA
Delivery

EXCELLENT

ACCEPTABLE

MINIMAL

UNACCEPTABLE

Pre-screening and
post-screening
remarks are
informative and
interesting. The
video conveys to
the audience an
extremely clear
message. Team
engages audience
in highly interactive
post-screening
discussion.

Pre-screening and
post-screening
remarks are
informative. The
video conveys to
audience a clear
message. Team
engages audience
in post-screening
discussion.

Pre-screening
and postscreening remarks
are somewhat
informative. The
video conveys to
audience an unclear
message. Team
engages audience
in post-screening
discussion.

Pre-screening and
post-screening
remarks are unclear.
The video lacks a
clear message. Team
is unable to engage
audience in postscreening discussion.
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STEP 2:
Investigate

Project Tracker
Use the template below to help organize your project team’s tasks.
Tasks may be assigned to one person or the entire team.
TASK

ASSIGNMENT

DUE DATE

DATE
COMPLETED

Review and assign roles

____________________

______________

______________

Discuss purpose of video

____________________

______________

______________

Research chosen group of people

____________________

______________

______________

Write script and narration

____________________

______________

______________

Collect historical images and video

____________________

______________

______________

Collect any maps and timelines

____________________

______________

______________

Collect music and sound effects

____________________

______________

______________

Plan

Research and Write Script

Produce Video Documentary
Practice acting roles

____________________

______________

______________

Storyboard scenes

____________________

______________

______________

Stage scenes

____________________

______________

______________

Record video of historical

____________________

______________

______________

____________________

______________

______________

Review video as team

____________________

______________

______________

Ask teacher to preview video

____________________

______________

______________

Collect suggestions on edits

____________________

______________

______________

____________________

______________

______________

reenactments
Combine historical footage and
reenactments

Review and Edit Video

to improve
Decide on and implement edits
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TASK

ASSIGNMENT

DUE DATE

DATE
COMPLETED

concluding remarks

____________________

______________

______________

Practice presentation of video

____________________

______________

______________

Present video to audience

____________________

______________

______________

Conduct post-screening discussion

____________________

______________

______________

Present and Screen Video
Write any introductory or
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Project Roles for a Video Documentary Project
As a team, determine the team members who will be responsible for each role listed below.
Some team members may have more than one role. Some roles may need more than one
person, or even the entire team.
Role
Director

Team Member(s) Responsible

Responsibilities
__ Leads the project team of students
__ Ensures that all processes are followed
__ Reports team progress to the teachers
__ Directs regular team meetings

Producer

__ Reserves equipment for project
__ Records project roles and maintains the
Project Tracker
__ Makes sure all tasks are finished and the
project is ready for presentation

Researcher

__ Finds and compiles historical content
information: may include primary and
secondary sources, images, photos,
documents, video, etc.

Script writer

__ Works with researcher to provide the exact
wording for the video
__ Reviews research to choose what
information will best convey the video’s
message
__ Creates original dialogue for actors playing
roles

Storyboard artist

__ Plans and sketches scenes in proper order
before any filming occurs
__ Shows details such as camera angles,
captions, photos, maps, etc. in storyboards

Set designer

__ Sets the environment for each scene prior to
filming
__ Gathers props and costumes, and sets
stage design

Actors

__ Portray the characters in historical
reenactments
__ Capture the actions and emotions of the
historical characters
Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Role
Sound

Team Member(s) Responsible

Responsibilities
__ Ensures quality sound recordings
__ Researches music and sound effects to be
included in video

Film editor

__ Reviews the video footage with team
__ Decides what video clips will be used or not
used
__ Edits video clips

Copyright © Pearson Education, Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Information Organizer
1. Information Organizer for World War I: soldiers during the war
World War I conditions

How did World War I affect soldiers during the war?

Military technology
• machine gun
• long-range artillery
• poison gas
• tanks
• airplanes
• submarines
Trench warfare
• Life in the trenches
• No-man’s land
• High casualty rates
• Morale
• Mutiny, desertions, and revolution

2. Information Organizer for World War I: civilians during the war
World War I conditions

How did World War I affect civilians during the war?

Total war: definition
The draft
Economic regulations
Economic warfare
Atrocities on civilians
Propaganda
Women and children

3. Information Organizer for World War I: leaders at war’s end
World War I conditions

How did World War I affect leaders at war’s end?

Need to rebuild countries
Political unrest and turmoil
Conflicting goals at Paris Peace
Conference
Treaty of Versailles and beyond
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STEP 3:
Synthesize and
Demonstrate

Team Assessment

Use the rubric and rating system below to assess your team as a whole and your personal performance.
In your team rating, consider how most of your teammates fulfilled the criteria and average out each individual’s
performance in your rating. For instance, if two of four team members rated a four under Participation, and the
other two rated a two, then the average would be three. This evaluation will be confidential so you should feel free
to be as candid and honest as possible.
4

3

2

1

Participation

Participated fully.

Participated
most of the time.

Participated
some of the time
and frequently
distracted.

Participated
rarely or not
at all.

Listening

Listened to
others and
spoke when
appropriate.

Listened to
others, but
sometimes
talked over other
speakers.

Willing to listen
to others but
talked over other
speakers most of
the time.

Did not listen
to others and
talked over other
speakers all of
the time.

Cooperation

Cooperated and
did not argue.

Cooperated
but sometimes
argued.

Cooperated
sometimes but
always argued.

Did not
cooperate
effectively.

Time
Completed all
Management team-assigned
tasks on time.

Completed most
team-assigned
tasks on time.

Completed few
of the teamassigned tasks
on time and
required the help
of others to meet
deadlines.

Completed none
of the tasks on
time and other
team members
ended up doing
the work.

Teamwork

Always treated
others respectfully
and shared the
workload fairly.
Maintained team
goals and helped
others stay on
task. Respected
others’ opinions
and supported
decisions.

Often treated
others
respectfully
and shared the
workload fairly.
Maintained team
goals. Usually
respected
opinions and
supported
decisions.

Sometimes
treated others
disrespectfully
and did not share
the workload
fairly. Sometimes
veered off from
the team goals.
Usually sided with
those who has a
similar opinion or
decision.

Treated others
disrespectfully
and did not share
the workload.
Did not stick
to the team
goals. Did not
respect opinions
or decisions of
others.

Contribution

Collected
and shared
information
that related
to the topic.
Offered detailed,
constructive
feedback when
appropriate.

Collected and
shared some
information
related to the
topic. Offered
constructive
feedback when
appropriate.

Collected
information
but often the
information
was off-topic.
Offered feedback
but which was
sometimes
inappropriate or
not useful.

Collected little
data and most
did not relate
to the topic.
Provided only
fault-finding
criticism with no
suggestions.

You

The
Team
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Team Assessment

What did the team do particularly well?

What could the team improve on?
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Printable Quick Reference

Give an Effective Presentation
When you create a written, visual, and oral presentation, you
teach, convince, or share information with an audience. Effective
presentations use both words and visuals to engage audiences.
Delivery is also important. For example, you can use the way you
move, speak, and look at the audience to keep people interested.
1. Identify the purpose of your presentation and your
audience. Think about the purpose of your written, visual, and
oral presentation. If this is a research report, you will need facts
and data to support your points. If you are trying to persuade
your audience, look for powerful photos. Keep your audience in
mind. Consider their interests and present your topic in a way
that will engage them.
2. Write the text and find visual aids for your presentation.
Look online and in books and magazines for information
and images for your presentation. Organize the information
and write it up carefully so that it is easy for your audience to
understand. Diagrams can show complicated information in a
clear way. Visuals also get people interested in the presentation.
So choose large, colorful images that people in the back of the
audience will be able to see.
3. Practice and work to improve your presentation. Keep
practicing your oral presentation until you know the material
well. Then, practice some more, focusing on improving your
delivery.
4. Use body language, tone of voice, and eye contact to
deliver an effective presentation. Answer questions
if the audience has them. At the beginning of your oral
presentation, take a breath, smile, and stand up tall. Speak more
loudly and more clearly than you would in normal conversation.
Also, try not to rush through the presentation. Glance at your
notes but speak naturally, rather than reading. Look at people
in the audience. If people are confused, pause to clarify. Finally,
leave time for people in the audience to ask questions.

Copyright © Pearson Education Inc., or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.
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Give an Effective Presentation
Research
Create a written and oral presentation for second graders about a historical topic that
interests you. Search in your online course or elsewhere online to find information about
your topic from reliable sources.
Use the following tips to help you find reliable information online.
Select several keywords to begin your search. Make sure your browser is in safe mode
and then enter your search terms into a search engine. Begin with general search terms
and then use more specific terms as you narrow down your search.
Choose pages more likely to be reliable, such as
§
§
§

government sites (end in .gov)
educational sites (end in .edu)
nonprofit organization sites (end in .org)

Assume everyone in the world can see anything you post on the Internet, so don’t post
anything you wouldn’t want everyone to see. That includes sensitive information, such
as your e-mail address or phone number. Don’t trust strangers on the Internet; they may
be very different from the way they describe themselves and may not mean well.
Write the URLs for the information you are using as sources here:
1.
2.
3.

Assessment
Answer the following questions. Consider the video you watched and the research you
have done.
1. Recall how the students in the video thought carefully about their audience when
planning their presentation. How did that influence what they decided to present?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

1
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___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2. Recall how the students in the video used visuals in their presentation. Create visuals
for your presentation. How would visuals support the main points you would make in
your presentation?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3. Remember how the students in the video planned for their presentation. What could
they do to effectively use movement or tone of voice for the oral presentation of their
information?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

2
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4. Deliver the presentation that you prepared to your classmates. Write a short
paragraph identifying what worked and what you would like to change for the next
presentation you make.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

3
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Printable Quick Reference

Work in Teams
Teams work well together if they know what they want to
accomplish and make sure that each person has an equal role. To
work together, teams also have to figure out how to resolve conflicts
and how to communicate effectively.
1. Decide in advance how your group will deal with
conflict and make decisions, then define the task and
describe how the group will accomplish it. It is important
for your team to set ground rules for their work together,
including rules for how you will handle any disagreements and
how you will make decisions. Setting these ground rules will help
your team work smoothly. Next, the team needs to agree on the
exact task that they need to do, and how they are going to do it.
2. Split the task into steps and divide the work evenly
among all group members. Once your team has agreed on
the task that it needs to accomplish, the next step is to break the
task into parts or steps. The team should agree on all of the steps
that will need to get done to complete the task. Then, the team
should divide the work evenly and fairly among team members.
That way, no one will be doing more or less than his or her fair
share for the team.
3. Work together as a group to complete the task. Even
though you have divided the work, you still need to work
together. Just as you will be counting on other team members
to finish the steps that come before yours, other team members
will be counting on you to do a good job and finish on time so
that they can take care of their job. Team members will need to
communicate with one another to check their progress toward
completing their goal and to solve any problems that might
come up. They will need to cooperate at the end to make sure
that the full task is completed.
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Work in Teams
Research
Search in your online course or elsewhere online for information about a team of people
working well together to meet a goal. You might consider a group from world history or
the business world.
Use the following tips to help you find reliable information online.
Select several keywords to begin your search. Make sure your browser is in safe mode
and then enter your search terms into a search engine. Begin with general search terms
and then use more specific terms as you narrow down your search.
Choose pages more likely to be reliable, such as
§
§
§

government sites (end in .gov)
educational sites (end in .edu)
nonprofit organization sites (end in .org)

Assume everyone in the world can see anything you post on the Internet, so don’t post
anything you wouldn’t want everyone to see. That includes sensitive information, such
as your e-mail address or phone number. Don’t trust strangers on the Internet; they may
be very different from the way they describe themselves and may not mean well.
Write the URLs for information about your team here:
1.
2.
3.

Assessment
Answer the following questions. Consider the video you watched and the research you
have done.
1. Remember that the students in the video defined the task their team had to complete.
Describe their task. How might you complete the same task with a team?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

1
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___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
2. Recall that six people contributed to the project that the students in the video
planned. If you were working on their team, how could you contribute?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
3. Recall how the students in the video planned out their project. How did the team
members keep each other informed and on schedule?
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
4. Using the information that you found, describe how the team worked together. Write
one to three paragraphs that describe the plan they used and compare the steps they
took to the steps for teamwork that you have learned about.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________

2
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___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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